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The deformation theory of Galois representations has been the subject of much
research in the past several years. This work is a study of deformations of pseudo-
representations, which were first introduced by Wiles. In general, representations
might only admit a ‘‘versal’’ deformation and a versal deformation ring. On the
other hand, pseudorepresentations always have a universal deformation.
Let ? be a residual pseudorepresentation and let \ be an odd, 2-dimensional
residual representation such that ? comes from \ . If this representation is absolutely
irreducible, then it has a universal deformation, and the universal deformation rings
R? and R\ of ? and \ are (canonically) isomorphic. More generally, there is a
natural map ,: R?  R\ which can give some relationship between the two rings.
Early on we define the kernel of a pseudorepresentation and its factorization
through any quotient by a normal subgroup contained in this kernel. Later we use
an appropriate factorization to find the universal deformation ring of a specific
residual pseudorepresentation, for which the above map is not an isomorphism.
This computation also relies on finding the tangent spaces of both the original and
the factorized pseudorepresentations, which turn out to have the same dimension.
Finally, we consider the deformation theory of pseudorepresentations in more
generality, and we give a generalization of the above deformation problem by
capturing its relevant properties.  2001 Academic Press
1. PSEUDOREPRESENTATIONS
1.1. Introduction
In this section we give the definition and basic properties of pseudorepre-
sentations which we shall need later. Although we will be working with
certain Galois groups and with rings in a specific category, we can afford
a more general setting for now. We adopt the convention that all rings are
understood to be commutative, with multiplicative identity, and further-
more such that 2 is invertible.
We define pseudorepresentations as in [5], based on the work of Hida
[7] and Wiles [14].
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Definition 1.1. Let 6 be a profinite group with a specified element c
of order 2, and let B be a topological ring. A pseudorepresentation ? from
6 to B, which shall be denoted ?: 6  B, is a triple ?=(A, D, X) of
continuous maps A: 6  B, D: 6  B and X: 6_6  B satisfying the
following axioms: for any _, {, # and ’ in 6,
A(_{)=A(_) A({)+X(_, {)
D(_{)=D(_) D({)+X({, _)
X(_{, #)=A(_) X({, #)+D({) X(_, #)
X(_, {#)=A(#) X(_, {)+D({) X(_, #)
A(1)=D(1)=1 A(c)=1, D(c)=&1
X(_, 1)=X(1, _)=X(_, c)=X(c, _)=0
X(_, {) X(#, ’)=X(_, ’) X(#, {).
Note that X is in fact determined by A, since for any _, { in 6 we have
X(_, {)=A(_{)&A(_) A({). Similarly, X is also determined by D. So it is
possible to give an alternative definition using only the maps A and D.
However, the given definition is convenient because it turns out to be
important whether or not X(_, {)=0.
Also, note that the axioms A(_{)=A(_) A({)+X(_, {) and A(1)=1
already imply that X(_, 1)=X(1, _)=0 for all _ # 6.
In our applications, we will take 6 to be a certain Galois group, and c
will correspond to complex conjugation. The name ‘‘pseudorepresentation’’
implies, of course, a relationship with representations. Suppose that \ is a
‘‘normalized’’ odd, 2-dimensional representation from 6 to B. By this we
mean a continuous homomorphism \: 6  GL2(B) with \(c)=( 10
0
&1).
When we say ‘‘odd representation’’, we will always mean a normalized odd
representation. Letting \(_)=( a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)), one verifies immediately that
?=(A, D, X) given by
A(_)=a(_), D(_)=d(_) and X(_, {)=b(_) c({)
is a pseudorepresentation from 6 to B.
Definition 1.2. If ?: 6  B is as above, then we say that ? is the
pseudorepresentation associated to \, or that ? comes from \.
If ? comes from \, then clearly tr \(_)=A(_)+D(_) and det \(_)=
A(_) D(_)&X(_, _). Going ‘‘the other way’’, we see that
A(_)=
tr \(_)+tr \(_c)
2
and D(_)=
tr \(_)&tr \(_c)
2
.
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It will be useful to consider what happens when we compose a pseudo-
representation ‘‘on the left’’ with a ring homomorphism or ‘‘on the right’’
with a (quotient) group homomorphism. If f : B  C is a continuous ring
homomorphism, then the composition f b ? = ( f b A, f b D, f b X ) is a
pseudorepresentation from 6 to C. In a similar spirit, let .: 6  6M be
the natural quotient map for some M d 6 with c  M, and let ?~ =(A , D , X )
be a pseudorepresentation from 6M (in which cM is the specified element
of order 2) to B. Then (since . is a group homomorphism) the composi-
tion ?=?~ b .=(A b ., D b ., X b .) is a pseudorepresentation from 6 to B,
where by X b . we mean the map 6_6  B that sends (_, {) to X (.(_), .({)).
If \: 6  GL2(B) is a representation, then we can look at its kernel and,
since \ is a group homomorphism, we can factor \ through any quotient
of 6 by a normal subgroup contained in the kernel. This turns out to be
very useful when looking at the deformation theory of representations (see
[2], for example). Therefore, if ?: 6  B is a pseudorepresentation, we
would like to be able to do something similar. We address this issue in the
next two subsections.
1.2. The Kernel of a Pseudorepresentation
Let ?=(A, D, X) be a pseudorepresentation from 6 to B, and consider
the subset H/6 defined by
H=[_ # 6 | A(_)=1=D(_), X(_, w)=0=X(w, _) \w # 6].
Lemma 1.1. H is a normal subgroup of 6.
Proof. First of all 1 # H by the definition of a pseudorepresentation.
If _, { # H and w # 6, then A(_{)=A(_) A({)+X(_, {)=1 and similarly
D(_{)=1. Also, X(_{, w)=A(_) X({, w)+D({) X(_, w)=0 and similarly
X(w, _{)=0. So _{ # H.
If _ # H, then 1=A(1)=A(__&1)=A(_) A(_&1)+X(_, _&1)=A(_&1)
and similarly D(_&1)=1. Also, for any w # 6 we have 0=X(1, w)=
X(__&1, w)=A(_) X(_&1, w)+D(_&1) X(_, w)=X(_&1, w) and similarly
X(w, _&1)=0. Therefore H is a subgroup of 6, and we need to show that
if _ # H and g # 6, then g&1_g # H.
A(g&1_g)=A(g&1) A(_g)+X(g&1, _g)
=A(g&1)[A(_) A(g)+X(_, g)]
+A(g) X(g&1, _)+D(_) X(g&1, g)
=A(g&1) A(g)+X(g&1, g)=A(g&1g)=A(1)=1.
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Similarly D(g&1_g)=1. Finally, if w # 6 we have
X(g&1_g, w)=A(g&1) X(_g, w)+D(_g) X(g&1, w)
=A(g&1)[A(_) X(g, w)+D(g) X(_, w)]
+[D(_) D(g)+X(g, _)] X(g&1, w)
=A(g&1) X(g, w)+D(g) X(g&1, w)
=X(g&1g, w)=X(1, w)=0.
Similarly X(w, g&1_g)=0. Therefore g&1_g # H and so H is indeed a
normal subgroup of 6. K
Let us make a topological remark:
Lemma 1.2. If [0] and [1] are closed in B, then H is closed in 6. In
particular, this is the case if B is Hausdorff.
Proof. A, D and X are continuous by definition. For any w # 6, the
functions Xw and wX from 6 to B defined by Xw(_)=X(_, w) and wX(_)
=X(w, _) are continuous. Now
H=A&1([1]) & D&1([1]) & ,
w # 6
X &1w ([0]) & ,
w # 6
wX&1([0])
and we know that (arbitrary) intersections of closed sets are closed. K
Definition 1.3. Let ?=(A, D, X ) be a pseudorepresentation from 6
to B. The kernel of ? is the set H considered above:
ker ?=[_ # 6 | A(_)=1=D(_), X(_, w)=0=X(w, _) \w # 6].
Let us mention a few properties of ker ?. We just saw that ker ? d 6. It
is clear that if ? comes from a representation \, then ker \/ker ?. Also, if
f: B  C is a continuous ring homomorphism, then clearly ker ?/ker( f b ?).
Finally, if .: 6  6M where c  M d 6 and ?~ =(A , D , X ) is a pseudo-
representation from 6M to B (as in the last section), then for ?=?~ b . we
have ker ?=[_ # 6 | .(_) # ker ?~ ]=[_ # 6 | _M # ker ?~ ]. This follows from
the definition of kernel (just given) and from the surjectivity of ..
Since ker ? d 6, we can try to factor ? through the quotient group. We
do this in the following subsection.
1.3. Factorization of Pseudorepresentations
Let ?=(A, D, X) be a pseudorepresentation from 6 to B and let M be
a normal subgroup of 6 which is contained in ker ?. Note that c  M
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because c  ker ?. Define the maps A : 6M  B, D : 6M  B and X : 6M_
6M  B by A (gM)=A(g), D (gM)=D(g) and X (g1M, g2M)=X(g1 , g2).
We show first of all that these maps actually are well defined:
Say gM= g$M. Then g$= gh for some h # M. Since M/ker ?, we have
A(g$)=A(gh)=A(g) A(h)+X(g, h)=A(g). So A is well defined, and
similarly, so is D . Now suppose that g1M= g$1 M and g2M= g$2 M. Then
g$1 = g1h1 and g$2 = g2h2 for some h1 , h2 # M, so we have
X(g$1 , g$2 )=X(g1h1 , g2h2)
=A(g1) X(h1 , g2 h2)+D(h1) X(g1 , g2h2)=X(g1 , g2 h2)
=A(h2) X(g1 , g2)+D(g2) X(g1 , h2)=X(g1 , g2).
Therefore X is also well defined.
Lemma 1.3. ?~ =(A , D , X ) is a pseudorepresentation from 6M to B,
and ?=?~ b . where .: 6  6M is the quotient map. Also, ker ?=
[_ # 6 | _M # ker ?~ ].
Proof. It is straightforward from the definition of ?~ that A , D and X
satisfy the axioms for a pseudorepresentation (Definition 1.1). For example,
A (g1M } g2M)=A (g1 g2M)=A(g1 g2)=A(g1) A(g2)+X(g1 , g2)
=A (g1M) A (g2M)+X (g1M, g2M).
So ?~ is a pseudorepresentation from 6M (with cM being the specified
element of order 2) to B. Clearly ?=?~ b .. Finally, we have already seen
that ker ?=[_ # 6 | _M # ker ?~ ] at the end of last section. K
Definition 1.4. In the above situation, we say that ?~ is the factoriza-
tion of ? through 6M.
If we let M=ker ? in the lemma, then we get
Corollary 1.4. If ?~ is the factorization of ? through 6ker ?, then
ker ?~ is trivial.
1.4. Pseudorepresentations Coming from Representations
Some questions about pseudorepresentations become easier to handle if
they come from representations. We finish this section by giving some
conditions which ensure that this will be the case. We follow Hida [7] and
Wiles [14].
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Lemma 1.5. Let ?=(A, D, X ) be a pseudorepresentation from 6 to B
such that either X is identically zero or X(h1 , h2) # B* for some h1 , h2 # 6.
Then ? comes from a (2-dimensional, odd) representation \: 6  GL2(B).
Proof. We use exactly the same argument that Hida uses in [7,
Proposition 1.1]. The case where X(_, {)=0 \_, { # 6 is easier, so we do
it first: let \(_)=( a(_)0
0
d(_)) where a(_)=A(_) and d(_)=D(_). Then it is
immediate from the axioms of a pseudorepresentation that \(1)=( 10
0
1),
\(c)=( 10
0
&1) and \(_{)=\(_) \({). Obviously ? comes from \.
Now suppose that for some h1 , h2 # 6 we have X(h1 , h2) # B*. Let
\(_)=\a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)+ ,
where
a(_)=A(_), d(_)=D(_), b(_)=
X(_, h2)
X(h1 , h2)
and c(_)=X(h1 , _).
Then again \(1)=( 10
0
1), \(c)=(
1
0
0
&1) and we must verify that \(_{)=
\(_) \({). This amount to checking the four equalities
a(_{)=a(_) a({)+b(_) c({)
b(_{)=a(_) b({)+b(_) d({)
c(_{)=a({) c(_)+c({) d(_)
d(_{)=d(_) d({)+b({) c(_)
and these follow from the axioms for a pseudorepresentation (Definition
1.1). For example,
a(_) a({)+b(_) c({)=A(_) A({)+
X(_, h2)
X(h1 , h2)
X(h1 , {)
=A(_) A({)+
X(_, {) X(h1 , h2)
X(h1 , h2)
=A(_) A({)+X(_, {)=A(_{)=a(_{).
Therefore \: 6  GL2(B) is a 2-dimensional, odd representation. Finally,
it is clear that ? is the pseudorepresentation associated to \, because we
just computed in the last formula that b(_) c({)=X(_, {). K
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Since we will be studying the deformations of representations and
pseudorepresentations into some field, we mention this particular case:
Corollary 1.6. If ? : 6  k is a pseudorepresentation from 6 to a field
k, then ? comes from a (2-dimensional, odd) representation \ : 6  GL2(k).
Proof. Obvious, since every nonzero element of k is invertible. K
Now that we have laid down some basic facts about pseudorepresentations,
let us turn our attention to the deformation theory of certain representations
and pseudorepresentations. In order to do this, we need to restrict to a useful
setting, so we will be looking only at certain types of groups and rings.
2. DEFORMATION THEORY
2.1. Introduction
In this section we present definitions and results concerning deformations of
residual representations and pseudorepresentations into rings in a certain
category. We follow the work of Schlessinger, Coleman and Mazur [12, 9, 5].
We will see that a residual pseudorepresentation always has a universal defor-
mation, whereas a representation might only have a ‘‘versal’’ deformation
(unless it is absolutely irreducible). From now on we will adopt the following
conventions:
v k will be a fixed finite field of characteristic p{2.
v 6 will always denote a profinite group with a specified element c
of order 2 and satisfying Mazur’s condition 8p : for any open subgroup
60 /6, there are only finitely many continuous homomorphisms 60  Fp
(see [9] for equivalent ways of stating this property).
In fact we will later restrict our attention to 6=GK, S , the Galois group
of the maximal extension of a number field K (in a given algebraic closure)
which is unramified outside the finite set S of primes. Such a group satisfies
condition 8p , as mentioned in [9].
Let C be the category whose objects (which we shall call coefficient
rings) are complete noetherian local rings having residue field k, and whose
morphisms (which we shall call C-morphisms) are homomorphisms of
complete local rings which induce the identity on residue fields. We denote
the maximal ideal of a coefficient ring B by mB .
If B # C (meaning of course that B is a coefficient ring), then it is a
quotient of W(k)[[T1 , ..., Tr]] for some r, where W(k) is the ring of Witt
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vectors of k [2, p. 182]. Note that 2 # B*, because char k= p{2. Also,
coefficient rings are Hausdorff as topological spaces [1, Corollary 10.20],
so by Lemma 1.2, the kernel of a pseudorepresentation into any B # C is
closed.
If : B1  B2 is a C-morphism, then &1(mB2)=mB1 . In addition,  must
be continuous. For B1 and B2 are W(k)-algebras, with the structure morphisms
being the unique homomorphisms *1 and *2 making the diagram
B1 ww
*1 W(k) ww
*2 B2
k
commute (see [13], Proposition 10 of Chapter II). This uniqueness,
together with the commutativity of the diagram
B1 wwww
 B2
k
(which comes from the definition of a C-morphism), implies that  b *1=*2 .
That is,  must be a homomorphism of W(k)-algebras [1, p. 30]. Now it
follows from [8, Proposition 2.4] (note that their category C is not the
same as ours) that  is continuous.
Definition 2.1. A pseudorepresentation ? : 6  k is called a residual
pseudorepresentation. An odd, 2-dimensional representation \ : 6  GL2(k)
is called a residual representation.
We are interested in the deformations of residual representations and
pseudorepresentations into coefficient rings, and we start by explaining
what this means.
2.2. Deformations
We start by defining a deformation of a residual pseudorepresentation,
which is simply a lift into a coefficient ring:
Definition 2.2. Let ? =(A , D , X ) be a residual pseudorepresentation,
and let B # C. By a deformation of ? into B we mean a pseudorepresentation
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?=(A, D, X) from 6 to B which, when composed with the natural reduction
map r: B  k, yields ? . That is, r b A=A , r b D=D and r b X=X .
For representations, the corresponding definition is slightly more com-
plicated. Let \ : 6  GL2(k) be a residual representation. For any B # C,
define 12(B)=ker(GL2(B)  GL2(k)), as in [2, p. 182]. Two lifts \1 , \2 : 6
 GL2(B) of \ into B are said to be strictly equivalent if they are conjugate
by an element of 12(B).
Definition 2.3. A deformation of \ into B is a strict equivalence class
of lifts of \ to B.
Lemma 2.4. If [\0] is a deformation of \ into B # C, then there exists a
lift \ # [\0] such that \(c)=( 10
0
&1).
Proof. Let \0(c)=(
1+b11
b21
b12
&1+b22
), where b ij # mB . If we let m=b22&b11
+b11 b22&b12b21 , then we have det \0(c)=&1+m, and since \0(c)2=I2
(the identy matrix), we see that m(m&2)=0. But 2 # B* and B is local, so
that m&2 # B* and so m=0. We also have, from \0(c)2=I2 , that &b12b21
=b11(2+b11). Using this, a few computations yield m=(b11+b22)(1+b11)
and, since the last factor is a unit, we conclude that b11+b22=0. Once we
know this, we easily find after a few calculations that the matrix M # 12(B)
defined by M=( 1b12 (2+b11)
&b21 (2+b11)
1 ) does what we want. Namely, if we
let \=M&1\0 M, then \(c)=( 10
0
&1). K
If we say that \ is a deformation of \ , we will always mean that \ is a
lift chosen as in this lemma, so that it makes sense to talk about the
pseudorepresentation associated to \. Note that the pseudorepresentation
coming from \ does not depend on the choice of representative, since
equivalent representations will have the same trace and therefore, the same
associated pseudorepresentation (recall Subsection 1.1).
Let us mention a few properties of deformations. If ? comes from \
and \ is a deformation of \ , then letting ? be the pseudorepresentation
associated to \ we see that ? is a deformation of ? . If ? is a deformation
of ? , then ker ?/ker ? (Section 1.2). If ? is a deformation of ? into B and
: B  C is a C-morphism, then  b ? is a deformation of ? into C:
?
B ww C
6 ww? k
Let .: 6  6M be the natural quotient homomorphism, where c  M d 6,
and let ?~ : 6M  k be a (residual) pseudorepresentation. Let ?~ : 6M  B be
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a deformation of ?~ into B # C. Then ? =?~ b . and ?=?~ b . are pseudorepre-
sentations from 6 to k and B respectively (Section 1.1), and ? is a deformation
of ? :
?~
B
6 ww. 6M ww?
~
k
Next we introduce the deformation functors F? and F\ , as well as their
tangent spaces (see [12]). Let k[=] be the ring of dual numbers over k. This
means that =2=0, so that k[=]=kk=, its maximal ideal is k=, and the
natural reduction map r: k[=]  k simply takes a+b= to a. An alternative
definition is k[=]=k[x](x2), where now = corresponds to the element
x+(x2). The functor F? : C  Sets is defined by
F? (B)=set of deformations of ? into B # C.
Similarly, the functor F\ : C  Sets is given by
F\ (B)=set of deformations of \ into B # C.
Definition 2.4. The tangent space of a functor F: C  Sets is tF=F(k[=]).
We denote the tangent spaces of F? and F\ by t? and t\ , respectively.
Note that F? (k) and F\ (k) are singletons. Also, it follows from [12] that
t? and t\ are vector spaces over k, and it is easy to give the vector space
structure on these sets (see [10]). Moreover, they are finite-dimensional
over k: this is one of the Schlessinger criteria that we will briefly mention
below. Later we will take a closer look at t? for a particular pseudorepre-
sentation ? .
Schlessinger has given four criteria for a functor F: C  Sets (where F(k)
is a singleton) to be representable, and the first three criteria ensure that
F at least has a ‘‘hull’’ [12, Theorem 2.11]. Coleman and Mazur have
checked these criteria for the functors F? and F\ to obtain the following
results (see [9, 5]):
Proposition 2.2 (Mazur). If \ : 6  GL2(k) is absolutely irreducible,
then there exist a universal deformation ring R\ =R(6, k, \ ) # C and a
universal deformation \u : 6  GL2(R\ ). If \ is not absolutely irreducible,
then at least it has a hull.
Let us explain this. If \u is the universal deformation of \ , then for any
deformation \: 6  GL2(B) of \ into any B # C, there exists a unique
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C-morphism : R\  B such that the induced map GL2(R\ )  GL2(B)
(which we also call  abusing notation) brings \u to \:
In this case R\ is unique up to canonical isomorphism. If \ only has a hull,
then the morphism : R\  B need not be unique, and R\ is determined
only up to non-canonical isomorphism. In this case we call R\ the versal
deformation ring of \ , and \u the versal deformation.
For pseudorepresentations the situation is nicer, which is one good
reason to study them:
Proposition 2.3 (Coleman, Mazur). If ? : 6  k is any residual pseudo-
representation, then it has a universal deformation ring R? =R(6, k, ? ) # C
and a universal deformation ?u : 6  R? .
This means that for any deformation ?: 6  B of ? into any B # C, there
exists a unique C-morphism  such that  b ?u=?:
The ring R? is unique up to canonical isomorphism.
When computing the versal deformation of a residual representation \ ,
Boston [2] makes use of the fact that all deformations of \ factor through
a certain quotient group (as we will see in the next section), thus obtaining
a representation \~ whose versal deformation ring is the same as that of \ .
We will not follow the exact same strategy for pseudorepresentations, but
we will look at factorizations too, so there will be similarities, and thus it
is worth proving an analogous result for pseudorepresentations:
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose that every deformation of ? into any B # C factors
through 6 =6M for some ( fixed ) M. Let ?~ : 6  k be the factorization of
? through 6 . Then R? =R(6, k, ? )$R(6 , k, ?~ )=R?~ .
Proof. Let ?u and ?~ u be the universal deformations of ? and ?~ (respec-
tively). Let .: 6  6 be the natural quotient map, so that ? =?~ b .. We
have a picture
which we now explain: By our assumption, we can factor ?u through 6 .
Let ?: 6  R? be the factorization, so that ?u=? b .. By the universal
property of R?~ , there exists a unique C-morphism 1 : R?~  R? such that
1 b ?~ u=?. Now ?~ u b .: 6  R?~ is a deformation of ? into R?~ , so by the
universal property of R? , there exists a unique C-morphism 2 : R?  R?~
such that 2 b ?u=?~ u b .. Next we observe that, since ?u=? b ., 2 b ?u=
?~ u b ., and . is surjective, we must have 2 b ?=?~ u . Therefore 2 b ?u=
2 b ? b .=?~ u b .. Also 1 b ?~ u=?, so that 2 b (1 b ?~ u) b .=?~ u b .. Since
. is surjective, we obtain (2 b 1) b ?~ u=?~ u . Similarly we obtain
(1 b 2) b ?u=?u . But of course, idR? b ?u=?u and idR?~ b ?~ u=?~ u , so that by
the uniqueness of these morphisms, we must have 1 b 2=idR? and
2 b 1=idR?~ . Therefore R? $R?~ . K
As we will see next, if ? comes from \ , then there is a natural map
R?  R\ . This map might give us some relationship between these two
rings. If \ is absolutely irreducible, for instance, then it is an isomorphism.
2.3. The Map ,: R?  R\
Let \ : 6  GL2(k) be a residual representation (remember it is odd by
definition) and let ? be the (residual) pseudorepresentation associated to \ .
Or, if we prefer, we can start with a residual pseudorepresentation ? and
obtain a (residual) representation \ , as in Corollary 1.6, such that ? comes
from \ .
Let \u : 6  GL2(R\ ) be the versal deformation of \ , and let ?: 6  R\
be its associated pseudorepresentation. As we saw in the last subsection, ?
is a deformation of ? . Let ?u : 6  R? be the universal deformation of ? . By
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its universal property, there exists a unique C-morphism ,: R?  R\ such
that , b ?u=?:
?u
6 ww? R\
,
R?
This map is of interest to us because it can relate the two deformation rings
R? and R\ . If \ is absolutely irreducible, then Coleman and Mazur have
noted that , is an isomorphism [5]. Since they omit a proof, let us give
one now.
Lemma 2.5. If \ is absolutely irreducible and ? comes from \ , then the
map ,: R?  R\ defined above is an isomorphism.
Proof. This is an easy exercise in category theory. , is the unique C-
morphism such that , b ?u=?. Since \ is absolutely irreducible, it follows
that X is not identically zero (where ? =(A , D , X )). Since ?u=(Au , Du , Xu)
is a deformation of ? , we see that _h1 , h2 # R? such that Xu(h1 , h2) # R?*.
By Lemma 1.5, ?u comes from a representation \: 6  GL2(R? ) which will
be a deformation of \ . By the universal property of \u , there exists a
unique C-morphism %: R\  R? such that % b \u=\.
Now, since % b \u=\, ? comes from \u , and ?u comes from \, it follows
that % b ?=?u . Therefore % b , b ?u=% b ?=?u . But of course idR? b ?u=?u ,
so that, again by the universal property of ?u , we must have % b ,=idR? .
Similarly we have , b %=idR\ . Therefore ,: R?  R\ is an isomorphism. K
In light of this lemma, looking for the universal deformation of a residual
pseudorepresentation ? which comes from an absolutely irreducible (residual)
representation \ is the same as looking for the universal deformation of \ . We
would like to know how to find the universal deformation of ? when it comes
from a reducible representation \ , and also what relationship there might
be between the deformation rings R? and R\ . In the next section we answer
these questions for one particular residual pseudorepresentation, and later
on we will try to make some results more general.
As we have noted in the proof of the last lemma, if ? =(A , D , X ) comes
from \ and \ is absolutely irreducible, then there exist h1 , h2 # 6 such that
X (h1 , h2){0. In fact the converse is also true, as we now show. We also
show that for the representations under consideration, irreducibility and
absolute irreducibility are actually equivalent. Say \ (_)=( a (_)c (_)
b (_)
d (_)) and
? =(A , D , X ) comes from \ , so that X (_, {)=b (_) c ({). Since \ is odd, c
acts with eigenvalues 1 and &1. Let V1 and V&1 be the corresponding
eigenspaces.
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Lemma 2.6. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) \ is irreducible.
(b) The action of 6 preserves neither V1 nor V&1 .
(c) There exist h1 , h2 # 6 such that X (h1 , h2){0.
(d) \ is absolutely irreducible.
Proof. Since c acts with distinct eigenvalues (char k{2), the eigen-
spaces V1 and V&1 are the only nontrivial subspaces that have a chance of
being 6-invariant. Therefore (a) and (b) are equivalent. The equivalence of
(b) and (c) is immediate from the way 6 acts on V1 and V&1 (which are
the coordinate lines) and from X (_, {)=b (_) c ({). These equivalences in
fact work over any field k with char k{2. But (c) is independent of the
ground field, so that (d) is also equivalent to (c). K
Therefore the ‘‘right’’ analogue of the property that \ be (absolutely)
irreducible, when we look at a pseudorepresentation ? =(A , D , X ), is the
property that X not be identically zero. In Section 4 we will study this
property in some detail, but then we will pay more attention to the case
where X is identically zero.
We finish this section with a remark relating t? and R? .
Lemma 2.7. If dimk t? =r, then R? is a quotient of W(k)[[T1 , ..., Tr]].
Similarly for t\ and R\ .
Proof. This is immediate from the proof of [12, Theorem 2.11]. K
3. FINDING THE UNIVERSAL DEFORMATION RING:
AN EXAMPLE
3.1. Introduction
In this section we will compute the universal deformation ring of one
particular residual pseudorepresentation ? coming from a reducible
representation \ . We will also find (early on) the versal deformation ring
R\ and, later, the map ,: R?  R\ .
Throughout this section we fix p=3 and k=F3 . Let K=Q(i) (where
i2=&1). Let S=[2, 3, ] where  denotes the ‘‘infinite prime’’ of Q. Let
GQ, S be the Galois group of the maximal extension QS of Q (in a given
algebraic closure) which is unramified outside S. This extension is the same
as the maximal extension of K (in the same closure) unramified outside the
primes above 2 and 3, because K : Q is ramified only at 2 and , and 
cannot ramify any further.
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Let c # GQ, S be the automorphism corresponding to complex conjuga-
tion. This will be our specified element of order 2.
Let \ : GQ, S  GL2 (F3 ) be the residual representation given by
\ (_)={\
1
0
0
1+
\10
0
&1+
if _ # GK
if _  GK
where GK=ker \ is the subgroup of GQ, S whose fixed field is K. Note that
(GQ, S : GK)=[K : Q]=2.
Let ? : GQ, S  F3 be the (residual) pseudorepresentation associated to \ .
Thus if ? =(A , D , X ), then
A (_)=1 \_ # GQ, S ,
D (_)={ 1 if _ # GK&1 if _  GK and X (_,{)=0 \_, { # GQ, S .
Note that ker ? =ker \ (recall that in general, if ? is a pseudorepresenta-
tion coming from a representation \, then we have ker \/ker ?).
We will find it useful to consider a factorization \~ of \ , just as in [2]:
let ker \ N be the maximal pro-3 quotient of ker \ . It is easy to see that
such N exists and is unique: it is the intersection of all closed, normal
subgroups N: of ker \ such that ker \ N: is pro-3. It is a characteristic
subgroup of ker \ , so that (since ker \ d GQ, S) N d GQ, S .
Let G=GQ, S N. Boston and Mazur call G the ‘‘3-completion of GQ, S
relative to \ ’’. Now let \~ : G  GL2 (F3 ) be the factorization of \ through
G. There are two reasons why it is a good idea to consider \~ . One is that
all lifts of \ must factor through G, from which it follows easily that
R\ $R\~ . The other one is that we can get a hold on the structure of G and
use it to find R\~ . We will do this in the next subsection. Then in order to
find R? , we will first consider the residual pseudorepresentation ?~ : G  F3
coming from \~ and we will find R?~ . Finally we will obtain R? $R?~ from
an argument using Lemma 2.7, the fact that R?~ is a power series ring, and
the computation of the tangent spaces, which gives dimF3t? =dimF3 t?~ .
3.2. The Versal Deformation Ring R\
In order to find the versal deformation ring of \ , we will factor through
G and look at \~ , as mentioned above. The first fact that we need is that all
lifts of \ factor through G. Boston and Mazur [2, 9] both mention this,
but they do not give a proof, so we give one:
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Lemma 3.1. If \: GQ, S  GL2 (B) is any lift of \ into some B # C, then \
factors through G, and the resulting factorization \~ : G  GL2(B) is a lift of \~ .
Proof. The second statement is obvious, so we must only prove the first
one. Consider, first of all, the following picture:
\
N/ker \ /wi GQ , S ww
\
GL2(B)
r
GL2(F3)
where i is the inclusion map and r is reduction modulo mB .
Let \$: ker \  GL2 (B) be the restriction \$=\|ker \ =\ b i. We claim that
Im \$/12(B)=ker r: let M # Im\$. Then M=\$(g) for some g # ker \ , so
that r(M)=r(\$(g))=r(\(g))=\ (g)=I2 (the identity 2_2 matrix). So
indeed Im \$/12(B). Since 12(B) is pro-3 [2, Lemma 1.2], so is Im \$.
Since Im \$ ker \ ker \$, we see from the definition of N that N/ker \$.
Finally, since \$=\|ker \ and N/ker \ , we see that N/ker \. Therefore \
factors through GQ, S N=G. K
As mentioned in [9], this implies that \ and \~ have the same versal
deformation ring:
Lemma 3.2. R(GQ, S , F3 , \ )=R\ $R\~ =R(G, F3 , \~ ).
Proof. This is very similar to Lemma 2.4. K
In light of this, we see that looking for R\ is the same as looking for R\~ .
This is what we embark on now. We use the techniques of Boston [2].
First of all we need to look at the structure of G.
Let L be the maximal pro-3 extension of K unramified outside the primes
above 2 and 3. Let C2=Gal(KQ)=[1, x~ ] and P=Gal(LK). We have the
following tower of field extensions and their corresponding Galois groups:
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Note that ker \~ =P$ker \ N, the maximal pro-3 quotient of ker \ =GK .
From Proposition 3.1 of [2] we see that P is free pro-3 on two generators.
Indeed, the class number of K is 1 and there are no nontrivial units modulo
cubes, so that (in the notation of [2]) BS=0 and we see that the generator
rank of P is 2, while the relation rank is 0. Let P denote the 3-Frattini quotient
of P, i.e., the maximal elementary 3-abelian quotient group of P. By Corollary
1 of [3], we see that P has the regular action as F3 [C2]-module (where
C2 acts on P by conjugation). Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 of [2], we can
choose generators x~ 1 and x~ 2 of P such that x~ 1 is fixed and x~ 2 is inverted
by the nontrivial element x~ of C2 . With this action of C2 on P, we have
G=P B C2 (semidirect product).
Now we compute the versal deformation of \~ : G  GL2 (F3 ). Then we
will know the versal deformation of \ , because of the two lemmas above.
Since x~ 1 and x~ 2 generate a dense subgroup of P and we require all lifts to
be continuous, we will know the versal deformation \~ u of \~ once we know
where it sends x~ , x~ 1 and x~ 2 . We choose a lift \~ u such that \~ u(x~ )=( 10
0
&1),
as in Lemma 2.1. Since x~ 1 is fixed by x~ and \~ u is a homomorphism, \~ u(x~ 1)
must be fixed by (conjugation by) \~ u(x~ )=( 10
0
&1). Say \~ u(x~ 1)=(
a
c
b
d ). Then
we see that we must have b=c=0 (remember that 2 # B* for any B # C).
Also, since x~ 1 # P=ker \~ , we must have \~ u(x~ 1) mod mR\~ =I2 (the identity
2_2 matrix). The most general such matrix is
\~ u(x~ 1)=\1+T10
0
1+T2+ where T1 , T2 # mR\~ .
Similarly, \~ u(x~ 2) must be inverted by (conjugation by) \~ u(x~ ) so that, if
\~ u(x~ 2)=( ac
b
d ), then we need a=d. Furthermore we must have det \~ u(x~ 2)
=1: it must be 1 or &1 because \~ u(x~ 2) is inverted by \~ u(x~ ), and since
\~ u(x~ 2) mod mR\~ =I2 , it must actually be 1. Therefore we must have a
2&bc
=1. The most general such matrix is
\~ u(x~ 2)=\- 1+T3T4T4
T3
- 1+T3 T4+ where T3 , T4 # mR\~ .
It is easy to verify that this is indeed the versal deformation of \~ .
Therefore
Proposition 3.3. R\~ $Z3[[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]]$R\ .
Proof. From the above arguments it is easy to check that \~ u : G 
GL2 (Z3 [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]]) as above satisfies the (uni)versal property of a
hull: any deformation \~ of \~ into some B # C must take x~ 1 to ( 1+a10
0
1+a2
)
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and x~ 2 to (
- 1+a3a4
a4
a3
- 1+a3a4
) for some a1 , ..., a4 # mB , and we get a C-morphism
Z3 [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]]  B by sending Ti [ ai , i=1, ..., 4. K
3.3. Computations for ?~ : R?~ , t?~ and , : R?~  R\~
Let ?~ : G  F3 be the residual pseudorepresentation associated to \~ . Thus
if ?~ =(A , D , X ), then
A (_~ )=1 \_~ # G,
D (_~ )={ 1 if _~ # P&1 if _~  P and X (_~ , {~ )=0 \_~ , {~ # G.
The specified element of order 2 in G=P B C2 is x~ .
Lemma 3.4. Let ?~ =(A , D , X ) be any deformation of ?~ into some B # C.
Then
(1) A (x~ )=1, D (x~ )=&1
(2) A (x~ 1)=1+a1 , D (x~ 1)=1+a2 for some a1 , a2 # mB
(3) A (x~ 2)=- 1+a3 =D (x~ 2) and X (x~ 2 , x~ 2)=a3 for some a3 # mB
(4) X (x~ 2 &1, _~ )=&X (x~ 2 , _~ ) and X (_~ , x~ 2 &1)=&X (_~ , x~ 2) for all _~ # G
(5) X (x~ 1n, _~ )=0=X (_~ , x~ 1n) for all _~ # G and n # Z.
Proof. (1) is part of the definition of a pseudorepresentation, and (2) is
obvious since ?~ lifts ?~ . Let us prove (4). Remember that x~ x~ 2 x~ =x~ &12 .
Therefore, using the definition of a pseudorepresentation, we have
X (x~ &12 , _~ )=X (x~ x~ 2x~ , _~ )=A (x~ ) X (x~ 2 x~ , _~ )+D (x~ 2x~ ) X (x~ , _~ )
=X (x~ 2 x~ , _~ )=A (x~ 2) X (x~ , _~ )+D (x~ ) X (x~ 2 , _~ )
=&X (x~ 2 , _~ ).
Similarly X (_~ , x~ &12 )=&X (_~ , x~ 2), proving (4). Next let us prove (3). We
have
1=A (1)=A (x~ 2x~ 2 &1)=A (x~ 2) A (x~ 2 &1)+X (x~ 2 , x~ 2 &1) and
1=D (1)=D (x~ 2x~ &12 )=D (x~ 2) D (x~
&1
2 )+X (x~
&1
2 , x~ 2)
so that, in light of (4), A (x~ 2) A (x~ &12 )=D (x~ 2) D (x~
&1
2 ). Furthermore,
A (x~ &12 )=A (x~ x~ 2x~ )=A (x~ x~ 2) A (x~ )+X (x~ x~ 2 , x~ )
=A (x~ x~ 2)=A (x~ ) A (x~ 2)+X (x~ , x~ 2)=A (x~ 2),
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and similarly D (x~ &12 )=D (x~ 2). Therefore we have A (x~ 2)
2=D (x~ 2)2. Say
A (x~ 2)=1+a2 and D (x~ 2)=1+d2 where a2 , d2 # mB . Then we have
(2+a2+d2)(a2&d2)=0 and, since 2+a2+d2 # B*, we must have a2=d2 .
That is, A (x~ 2)=D (x~ 2). Now
X (x~ 2 , x~ 2)=&X (x~ 2 , x~ &12 )=&(A (x~ 2x~
&1
2 )&A (x~ 2) A (x~
&1
2 ))
=A (x~ 2)2&1.
Therefore if we let a3=X (x~ 2 , x~ 2), then A (x~ 2)=- 1+a3 . Of course a3 # mB
because X lifts X , which is identically zero. This proves (3), so it remains
to prove (5). Remember that x~ x~ 1x~ =x~ 1 . Thus we have
X (x~ 1 , _~ )=X (x~ x~ 1 x~ , _~ )=A (x~ x~ 1) X (x~ , _~ )+D (x~ ) X (x~ x~ 1 , _~ )
=&X (x~ x~ 1 , _~ )=&(A (x~ ) X (x~ 1 , _~ )+D (x~ 1) X (x~ , _~ ))
=&X (x~ 1 , _~ ).
Since 2 # B* we see that X (x~ 1 , _~ )=0. Similarly X (_~ , x~ 1)=0. It is now easy
to show that X (x~ n1 , _~ )=0=X (_~ , x~
n
1) \n=0, 1, 2, ... using inductively the
axioms for a pseudorepresentation. Finally, we have x~ x~ &11 x~ =x~
&1
1 , so that
the same argument works for negative exponents. K
By using repeatedly the axioms for a pseudorepresentation, one can
check that the above information determines ?~ , using the facts that x~ 1 and
x~ 2 generate a dense subgroup of P and that A , D and X are continuous.
Now it is easy to obtain the universal deformation ring of ?~ :
Proposition 3.5. The universal deformation ring of ?~ is R?~ $Z3 [[Y1 ,
Y2 , Y3]], and the universal deformation is given by ?~ u=(A u , D u , X u) where
A u(x~ )=1, D u(x~ )=&1
A u(x~ 1)=1+Y1 , D u(x~ 1)=1+Y2
A u(x~ 2)=- 1+Y3 =D u(x~ 2), X u(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=Y3 .
Proof. Any deformation ?~ of ?~ into some B # C must be as in the last
lemma. Let : Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]  B be the C-morphism given by
Yi [ ai , i=1, 2, 3. Obviously  b ?~ u=?~ , and it is clear that  is the unique
such morphism. K
Using the definition of kernel and the axioms for a pseudorepresentation,
as well as the structure of Z3[[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]], it is not hard to see that the
last proposition implies that ker ?~ u is trivial.
Next we want to explicitly compute the tangent space t?~ =F?~ (F3 [=])=
set of deformations of ?~ into F3 [=]. This is a vector space over F3 , where
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the structure is given ‘‘on the =-component’’, as follows: let * # F3 and ?~ =
(1+a=, D +d=, x=), ?~ $=(1+a$=, D +d $=, x$=) # t?~ . That is, ?~ and ?~ $ are
deformations of ?~ into F3 [=], so that the maps a, a$, d, d $: G  F3 and
x, x$: G_G  F3 are such that ?~ and ?~ $ satisfy the axioms for a
pseudorepresentation. Then *?~ =(1+*a=, D +* d=, *x=) and ?~ +?~ $=
(1+(a+a$) =, D +(d+d $) =, (x+x$) =). It is easy to verify that *?~ ,
?~ +?~ $ # t?~ . The zero element is ‘‘?~ ’’ itself: (1+0=, D +0=, 0=). That is, it is
?~ composed with the natural inclusion F3 /F3 [=].
Define the C-morphisms f1 , f2 , f3 : R?~ =Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]  F3 [=] by
f1 : Y1 [ =, Y2 [ 0, Y3 [ 0, and coefficients get reduced modulo 3.
Similarly f2 : Y1 [ 0, Y2 [ =, Y3 [ 0 and f3 : Y1 [ 0, Y2 [ 0, Y3 [ =.
Let ?~ i= fi b ?~ u , i=1, 2, 3. From Subsection 2.2 we know that ?~ i # t?~ .
Proposition 3.6. [?~ 1 , ?~ 2 , ?~ 3] is a basis for t?~ . In particular dimF3 t?~ =3.
Proof. Suppose that *1?~ 1+*2?~ 2+*3?~ 3=0 where *i # F3 . Let ?~ i=
(1+ai =, D +di=, xi=). Then we have
*1a1(_~ )+*2 a2(_~ )+*3a3(_~ )=0 \_~ # G
*1d1(_~ )+*2 d2(_~ )+*3d3(_~ )=0 \_~ # G
*1x1(_~ , {~ )+*2x2(_~ , {~ )+*3x3(_~ , {~ )=0 \_~ , {~ # G.
Since a1(x~ 1)=1 ( f1 b A u=1+a1=, and so f1 b A u(x~ 1)= f1(1+Y1)=1+=)
whereas a2(x~ 1)=a3(x~ 1)=0, we see that *1=0. Similarly, since d1(x~ 1)=
d3(x~ 1)=0 and d2(x~ 1)=1, we must have *2=0. Finally, x3(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=1
whereas x1(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=x2(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=0, so that *3=0. This shows that ?~ 1 , ?~ 2
and ?~ 3 are linearly independent over F3 . Now we must show that they
span t?~ . Let ?~ =(A , D , X )=(1+a=, D +d=, x=) # t?~ . We suppose first that
X (and, equivalently, x~ ) is identically zero. Let A (x~ 1)=1+*1 = and D (x~ 1)
=1+*2 =. We claim that ?~ =*1 ?~ 1+*2 ?~ 2 . Let (A $, D $, X $)=*1?~ 1+*2?~ 2=
(1+(*1a1+*2a2) =, D +(*1d1+*2d2) =, *1x1+*2 x2) =). Since X u(x~ n1 , _)=
0=X u(_, x~ n1) \_~ # G \n # Z and X u(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=Y3 , it is easy to see that
x1(_~ , {~ )=0=x2(_~ , {~ ) \_~ , {~ # G, and so X $=X (both are identically zero).
Obviously, A (x~ )=1=A $(x~ ) and D (x~ )=&1=D $(x~ ). Now A (x~ 1)=1+*1 =
=1+(*11+*2 0) ==1+(*1a1(x~ 1)+*2 a2(x~ 1)) ==A $(x~ 1), and similarly
D (x~ 1)=1+*2 ==D $(x~ 1). Next we observe that we must have D (x~ 2)=1: we
know from the proof of Lemma 3.4 that D (x~ 2)=D (x~ &12 ). Since we are
assuming that X is identically zero, we see that 1=D (1)=D (x~ 2x~ &12 )=
D (x~ 2) D (x~ &12 )=D (x~ 2)
2. Since D lifts D and D (x~ 2)=1, we must indeed
have D (x~ 2)=1. Also, D $(x~ 2)=D (x~ 2)+(*1 d1(x~ 2)+*2 d2(x~ 2)) ==1+0==1.
The exact same reasoning shows that A (x~ 2)=1=A $(x~ 2). Therefore ?~ and
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*1 ?~ 1+*2?~ 2 agree on x~ , x~ 1 and x~ 2 . Since all our maps are continuous, we
must have ?~ =*1?~ 1+*2?~ 2 as we claimed.
Now suppose that ?~ =(A , D , X ) # t?~ is arbitrary. Let X (x~ 2 , x~ 2)=*3 =.
Consider ?~ $=?~ &*3?~ 3=(A $, D $, X $). Then we see that X $(x~ 2 , x~ 2)=0 and,
since X $(x~ n1 , _~ )=0=X $(_~ , x~
n
1) \_~ # G \n # Z, it is easy to see that X $ is
identically zero. Thus by our previous argument we have ?~ $=*1?~ 1+*2?~ 2
for some *1 , *2 # F3 , and so ?~ =*1?~ 1+*2 ?~ 2+*2 ?~ 3 . K
Next we compute the natural map , : R?~  R\~ of Subsection 2.3. Recall
that the versal deformation of \~ satisfies
\~ u(x~ )=\10
0
&1+ , \~ u(x~ 1)=\
1+T1
0
0
1+T2+ ,
\~ u(x~ 2)=\- 1+T3 T4T4
T3
- 1+T3T4+ .
Let ?~ : G  R\~ =Z3 [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]] be the pseudorepresentation
associated to \~ u . Then , is the unique C-morphism such that , b ?~ u=?~ . But
if ?~ =(A , D , X ), then we have A (x~ 1)=1+T1 , D (x~ 1)=1+T2 , A (x~ 2)=
- 1+T3 T4 =D (x~ 2), X (x~ 2 , x~ 2)=T3 T4 . Therefore, looking at ?~ u (Proposi-
tion 3.5), we see that
, : Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]=R?~  R\~ =Z3 [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]]
is the injection that takes
Y1 [ T1 , Y2 [ T2 and Y3 [ T3T4 .
Therefore we can think of R?~ as sitting inside R\~ as a subring, namely the
completion of the ring generated over Z3 by T1 , T2 and T3 T4 . This sub-
ring can also be seen to be the completion of the ring generated over Z3
by the traces of \~ u . Indeed, we have tr \~ u(x~ 1)=2+T1+T2 , tr \~ u(x~ 1x~ )=
T1&T2 , tr \~ u(x~ 22)=2+4T3 T4 , and we note that T3T4 always remains
‘‘unbroken’’ by the trace. We conclude this subsection with a few comments
about the tangent space t?~ .
Lemma 3.7. (G : ker ?~ i)< for i=1, 2, 3.
Proof. Define the ring homomorphisms g1 , g2 , g3 : R\~  F3 [=] as
follows: reduce coefficients modulo 3 and send
g1 : T1 [ =, T2 , T3 , T4 [ 0
g2 : T2 [ =, T1 , T3 , T4 [ 0
g3 : T3 [ 1, T4 [ =, T1 , T2 [ 0.
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Then we have gi b , = fi , i=1, 2, 3 with , as above. Note that g1 and g2
are C-morphisms but g3 is not. However, all we need in the following
argument is homomorphisms, so we do not need the gi to be C-morphisms
or even continuous. Each gi induces a homomorphism GL2 (R\~ ) 
GL2 (F3 [=]) which we also denote by gi . Then gi b \~ u : G  GL2 (F3 [=]) is
a representation. Now ?~ i = fi b ?~ u = g i b , b ?~ u = gi b ?~ , where ?~ is the
pseudorepresentation coming from \~ u . Therefore ?~ i is the pseudorepresen-
tation coming from gi b \~ u , and so (recall Subsection 1.2) ker(g i b \~ u)/
ker ?~ i . Now (G : ker(gi b \~ u))< because GL2 (F3 [=]) is finite. Therefore
(G : ker ?~ i)<. K
Lemma 3.8. (G : ker ?~ )< \?~ # t?~ .
Proof. Since ?~ must be a linear combination of ?~ 1 , ?~ 2 and ?~ 3 , we see
easily that 3i=1 ker ?~ i /ker ?~ . Now the natural map f : G  Gker ?~ 1_
Gker ?~ 2_Gker ?~ 3 is a homomorphism with kernel 3i=1 ker ?~ i and, by
the last lemma, the image of f is finite. Therefore (G : 3i=1 ker ?~ i)< and
so (G : ker ?~ )<. K
Since ker ?~ is closed (Subsection 2.1), the Galois correspondence assigns
a number field to each ?~ # t?~ , namely the fixed field of ker ?~ . Now we turn
our attention to the deformations of our original residual pseudorepresen-
tation ? .
3.4. Computations for ? : R? , t? and ,: R?  R\
Let ? : GQ, S  F3 be the residual pseudorepresentation (coming from \ )
that we introduced in Subsection 3.1. Our goal is to find its universal defor-
mation ring, and in order to do so, we will first compute the tangent space
t? =F? (F3 [=])=set of deformations of ? into F3 [=]. Recall that ker ? =
ker \ , so that ker ? N is the maximal pro-3 quotient of ker ? . The crucial
result that we need is:
Lemma 3.9. N/ker ?/GK \? # t? .
Proof. Obviously ker ?/GK since GK=ker \ =ker ? and ? lifts ? . We
must prove that N/ker ?. Let ?=(A, D, X ). We claim that if _ # GK , then
_3 # ker ?: say A(_)=1+*1=, D(_)=1+*2=, and for any g1 , g2 # GQ, S let
X(g1 , g2)=x(g1 , g2) =. Then for any positive integer l we have (recall that
=2=0) A(_) l=1+l*1 =, D(_) l=1+l*2=, and A(_) l X(g1 , g2)=X(g1 , g2)
=D(_) l X(g1 , g2). Now using the axioms for a pseudorepresentation (and
noting of course that 3=0 in F3 [=]) we compute, with w # GQ, S arbitrary:
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X(_2, w)=A(_) X(_, w)+D(_) X(_, w)=2X(_, w)
X(_3, w)=A(_2) X(_, w)+D(_) X(_2, w)
=X(_, w)+2X(_, w)=3X(_, w)=0,
and similarly X(w, _3)=0. Next,
A(_3)=A(_2) A(_)+X(_2, _)=(A(_)2+X(_, _)) A(_)+2X(_, _)
=A(_)3+3X(_, _)=A(_)3=1+3*1==1
and similarly D(_3)=1. We have shown that
A(_3)=1=D(_3) and X(_3, w)=0=X(w, _3) \w # GQ, S .
That is, _3 # ker ?, as we claimed.
Now let G3K be the subgroup of GK which is topologically generated by
its cubes. That is, G3K is the closure of the subgroup generated by [_
3 | _ # GK].
The latter subgroup is clearly normal, and therefore so is the closure G3K
[4, p. 73]. Since ker ? is closed, we see that G3K /ker ?. But GKG
3
K has
exponent 3, so that it must be a pro-3 group (see [11] for some facts about
profinite groups). By the definition of N (in Section 3.1), we must therefore
have N/G3K . We conclude that N/ker ?. K
Corollary 3.10. For all ? # t? , ? factors through G=GQ, S N.
Proof. This is immediate from Subsection 1.3. K
Let ? # t? , and let .: GQ, S  G be the natural quotient homomorphism.
Let ?~ : G  F3 [=] be the factorization of ? through G. Then ?=?~ b . and
?~ # t?~ (Subsection 2.2). Also, ker ?=[_ # GQ, S | .(_) # ker ?~ ] by Lemma
1.3. So we have a commutative diagram
Lemma 3.11. GQ, Sker ?$Gker ?~ . In particular (GQ, S : ker ?)=(G : ker ?~ ).
Proof. Let f : GQ, S ker ?  Gker ?~ be defined by _ ker ? [ .(_) ker ?~ .
Then since ker ?=[_ # GQ, S | .(_) # ker ?~ ], we see that f is well defined
and it is an injective homomorphism. Since . is surjective, so is f. Therefore
f is an isomorphism. K
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Corollary 3.12. (GQ, S : ker ?)< \? # t? .
Proof. This follows at once from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.11. K
Recall from the last subsection that we have found an explicit basis
[?~ 1 , ?~ 2 , ?~ 3] for t?~ . Now we define ?i=?~ i b ., i=1, 2, 3. We know from
Subsection 2.2 that ?i # t? .
Proposition 3.13. [?1 , ?2 , ?3] is a basis for t? . In particular dimF3 t? =3.
Proof. The vector space structure of t? is just like the structure of t?~ ,
except that our maps go from GQ, S (instead of G) to F3 [=]. Let ?~ i=
(1+ai =, D +di=, xi =) as in the proof of Proposition 3.6. Then ?i=
(1+(ai b .) =, D +(di b .) =, (xi b .) =) and, since . is surjective, we see that
*1 ?1+*2?2+*3?3=0 implies *1?~ 1+*2?~ 2+*3?~ 3=0. Therefore the linear
independence of the ?~ i implies the linear independence of the ?i . Now let
us show that the ?i span t? . Let ? # t? . By Corollary 3.10, ? factors through
G. Let ?~ be the factorization. Then ?~ # t?~ , so that ?~ =*1?~ 1+*2?~ 2+*3?~ 3
for some *1 , *2 , *3 # F3 . Then it is easy to check that ?=?~ b .=(*1?~ 1+
*2 ?~ 2+*3?~ 3) b .=*1(?~ 1 b .)+*2(?~ 2 b .)+*3(?~ 3 b .)=*1?1+*2?2+*3?3 .
Therefore [?1 , ?2 , ?3] is indeed a basis for t? . K
Now we can finally compute R? , the universal deformation ring of ? .
Because of the dimension of the tangent space and because of the properties
of coefficient rings and C-morphisms, this ring turns out to be isomorphic
to R?~ :
Proposition 3.14. R? $R?~ =Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]].
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 and the last proposition, we know that R? =
Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]I for some ideal I. Let q: R?~ =Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]] 
Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]I=R? be the natural quotient map (that is, reduction
modulo I ). Let ?~ u : G  R?~ be the universal deformation of ? . Then
?~ u b .: GQ, S  R?~ is a deformation of ? into R?~ (Subsection 2.2). Let
?u : GQ, S  R? be the universal deformation of ? . By its universal property,
there exists a unique C-morphism 
*
: R?  R?~ such that * b ?u=?~ u b .:
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Let ?u=(Au , Du , Xu) and ?~ u=(A u , D u , X u), and choose x1 , x2 # GQ, S
such that .(x1)=x~ 1 and .(x2)=x~ 2 . Then since * b ?u=?~ u b ., we see
from Proposition 3.5 that 
*
(Au(x1))=A u(x~ 1)=1+Y1 , so that (since *
is a ring homomorphism) 
*
(Au(x1)&1)=Y1 . Similarly, *(Du(x1)&1)
=Y2 and *(Xu(x2 , x2))=Y3 . Therefore the image of * contains the
subring Z[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]. This is a dense subring, so Im * is dense in R?~ =Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]. But * is continuous (Subsection 2.1) and R? is
compact, so that Im 
*
is compact and, therefore, closed. Since it is dense,
it must be all of R?~ . That is, * is surjective.
Consider the map 
*
b q: R?~  R?~ . It is surjective since both * and q
are surjective. Now, it is an easy exercise to verify that any surjective
endomorphism of a noetherian ring is actually an isomorphism. Therefore

*
b q must also be injective. This implies that q is injective, which means
that I=[0]. Therefore R?~ $R? =Z3 [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]. K
We see from this proof that q is the identity map and 
*
is an
isomorphism. Therefore it is easy to see, since ?u=*
&1 b ?~ u b ., that ?~ u b .
also has the universal property for deformations of ? . That is, we can
identify (via 
*
) the universal deformation ?u with ?~ u b .. Therefore we
have
Proposition 3.15. Every deformation ? of ? into some B # C factors
through G. Thus N=ker ?u /ker ?.
Proof. There is a (unique) C-morphism : R?  B such that  b (?~ u b .)
=? (identifying ?u with ?~ u b .). Then  b ?~ u : G  B is clearly the factoriza-
tion of ? through G. Since (as we remarked in the last subsection) ker ?~ u
is trivial, ker ?u=N (Lemma 1.3). Finally, from Subsection 1.2 we know
that ker ?u /ker ?. K
Remark. This proposition, together with Lemma 2.4, implies that R? $R?~ .
Of course, we used the fact that these rings are isomorphic to arrive at the
proposition.
We finish this subsection, and the section, by considering the natural
map ,: R?  R\ of Section 2.3.
Let ?~ : G  R\~ $R\ be the pseudorepresentation associated to \~ u . In the
last subsection we computed the map , : R?~  R\~ , which is the unique
C-morphism such that ?~ =, b ?~ u . Now, we have \u=\~ u b . and so its
associated pseudorepresentation is ?=?~ b .. Our map ,: R?  R\ is the
unique C-morphism such that ?=, b ?u . But if * is the isomorphism of
Proposition 3.14, then we have a picture
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and so we see that (by its uniqueness) ,=, b 
*
. Note that if we identify
?u with ?~ u b . (via *), then we can also identify , with ,
 .
In the next section we will see that many of the arguments that we have
used here can be applied in more general situations, sometimes word for
word and sometimes making only slight modifications.
4. DEFORMATIONS OF PSEUDOREPRESENTATIONS:
MORE GENERAL RESULTS
4.1. Introduction
In this final section, as it name indicates, we will make stronger some
of the arguments and results from the previous sections by showing that
they are valid under more general conditions. From Subsection 2.3 it is
immediate that the map ,: R?  R\ introduced in that subsection is an
isomorphism whenever X is not identically zero. We will start by consider-
ing deformations of residual pseudorepresentations for which X is not
identically zero, which will lead us to another proof of this fact.
As a result, we will focus our interest in the case where X is identically
zero. Section 3 dealt with an example of a residual pseudorepresentation
? =(A , D , X ) satisfying this condition. We will see that some of the defor-
mation theory considered in that example actually generalizes to any
pseudorepresentation with X identically zero.
Finally, we will find a more general setup in which all of our computations
for finding the universal deformation of the residual pseudorepresentation
? of Section 3 are still valid, virtually word for word.
4.2. The Case Where X Is Not Identically Zero
Let 6, k and the category C be as in Section 2. Consider a pseudo-
representation ?=(A, D, X ) from 6 to some B # C. Suppose that there
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exist h1 , h2 # 6 such that X(h1 , h2) # B*. Let \: 6  GL2(B) be the corre-
sponding odd, 2-dimensional representation of Lemma 1.5. That is, \(_)=
( a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)) where
a(_)=A(_), d(_)=D(_), b(_)=
X(_, h2)
X(h1 , h2)
and c(_)=X(h1 , _).
Now suppose that \$: 6  GL2(B), given by \$(_)=( a$(_)c$(_)
b$(_)
d $(_)), is another
odd representation whose associated pseudorepresentation is ?. Then for
all _, { # 6 we have a$(_)=A(_)=a(_), d $(_)=D(_)=d(_) and b$(_) c$({)
=X(_, {)=b(_) c({). Taking first _=h1 and then {=h2 in this last
equation, we get
c$({)=
b(h1)
b$(h1)
c({) \{ # 6 and b$(_)=
c(h2)
c$(h2)
b(_) \_ # 6.
Note that b$(h1) and c$(h2) are units, since their product is X(h1 , h2) # B*.
Let u= c(h2)c$(h2) . Then u
&1= b(h1)b$(h1) , and we have \$(_)=(
a(_)
u&1c(_)
ub(_)
d(_) ). Conversely,
if we fix any unit u # B*, then we easily check that \$(_)=( a(_)u&1c(_)
ub(_)
d(_) ) is
an odd representation and that it yields the same pseudorepresentation as
\ (namely ?). Thus we have proved:
Lemma 4.1. Let ?=(A, D, X ) be a pseudorepresentation fom 6 to B # C
and suppose there exist h1 , h2 # 6 such that X(h1 , h2) # B*. Let \: 6 
GL2(B) be the corresponding representation of Lemma 1.5, so that ? comes
from \. Say \(_)=( a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)). Then a representation \$: 6  GL2(B) also
has associated pseudorepresentation ? if and only if _u # B* such that
\$(_)=( a(_)u&1c(_)
ub(_)
d(_) ) \_ # 6.
Now let ? =(A , D , X ) be a residual pseudorepresentation from 6 to k,
with X (h1 , h2){0 for some h1 , h2 # 6. Let \ : 6  GL2(k) be an odd
residual representation such that ? comes from \ . Let ?=(A, D, X ) be any
deformation of ? into some B # C. Then ? comes from a representation
\: 6  GL2(B) as in Lemma 1.5, because X(h1 , h2) # B*. Let \(_)=
( a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)) be as in that lemma. It is clear that \ is a lift of \ . Suppose that
? also comes from a representation \$: 6  GL2(B). We have just seen that
_u # B* such that \$(_)=( a(_)u&1c(_)
ub(_)
d(_) ).
Lemma 4.2. \$ also lifts \ if and only if u#1 mod mB . In this case, \$
is strictly equivalent to \.
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Proof. \ lifts \ , so b(h1) mod mB=b (h1){0 (since X (h1 , h2)=b (h1)
c (h2){0). If \$ also lifts \ , then b (h1)=(u mod mB)(b(h1) mod mB)=
(u mod mB) b (h1), so that u mod mB=1. The converse is obvious. In this
case, we easily check that M&1\(_) M=\$(_), where M=( 10
0
u) # 12(B). K
Corollary 4.3. Let ? : 6  k come from \ , with X not identically zero.
Let ?: 6  B be a deformation of ? into some B # C. Then there exists a
unique deformation [\0] of \ into B such that ? comes from \ for some lift
\ # [\0].
Proof. The existence is established by Lemma 1.5, and the uniqueness
follows from the last lemma. K
In this situation, we therefore have a one-to-one correspondence, for
each B # C, between deformations of ? into B and deformations of \ into
B. This is not surprising since, as is evident from Subsection 2.3, ? and \
have isomorphic universal deformation rings:
Lemma 4.4. If ? =(A , D , X ) is a residual pseudorepresentation coming
from \ : 6  GL2(k) and such that X is not identically zero, then \ has a
universal deformation (as opposed to only versal ), and the map ,: R?  R\
of Subsection 2.3 is an isomorphism.
Proof. From Lemma 2.6 we see that \ is (absolutely) irreducible, so
that (Proposition 2.2) it admits a universal deformation. By Lemma 2.5,
the map ,: R?  R\ is an isomorphism. K
Even if it were not the case that our residual representations are
absolutely irreducible when their pesudorepresentations have X not identi-
cally zero, we would be able to prove the last lemma. The reason is that,
as Fontaine and Mazur have pointed out [6], the condition of absolute
irreducibility in Proposition 2.2 can be weakened:
Proposition 4.5 (Fontaine, Mazur). If \ : 6  GL2(k) is a residual
representation such that the only matrices commuting with Im \ (its image)
are the scalar matrices, then \ has a universal deformation ring R\ and a
universal deformation \u : 6  GL2(R\ ).
The proof given by Mazur [9] for the absolutely irreducible case works
in this case just as well, as the absolute irreducibility is used simply in
connection to Schur’s lemma. This proposition is applicable to the situa-
tion under consideration:
Lemma 4.6. Let \: 6  GL2(B) be any odd representation given by
\(_)=( a(_)c(_)
b(_)
d(_)), and suppose that b(h1) # B* for some h1 # 6 or c(h2) # B*
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for some h2 # 6. Then the only matrices commuting with Im \ are the scalar
matrices.
Proof. Since \(c)=( 10
0
&1) and 2 # B*, we see that if a matrix commutes
with Im \, then it must be diagonal, i.e of form M=( :0
0
$). We assume that
b(h1) # B* for some h1 # 6 (the other case is similar). Then if M\(h1)=
\(h1) M, we see that we must have :b(h1)=$b(h1) and so :=$. K
Thus we get a proof of Lemma 4.4 which does not need the equivalence
between \ being (absolutely) irreducible and X not being identically zero:
Second proof of Lemma 4.4. By the last lemma and the last proposition,
we see that \ admits a universal deformation and has a universal deforma-
tion ring. This, together with our assumption that X is not identically zero,
allows us to prove that the map ,: R?  R\ is an isomorphism using the
exact same category theory arguments as we used in the proof of Lemma 2.5.
K
Notice that if two residual representations \ 1 and \ 2 have the same
associated pseudorepresentation ? =(A , D , X ) with X not identically zero
(in which case they must be related as in Lemma 4.1), then they have the
same universal deformation ring, both being isomorphic to R? .
As an example of this type of pseudorepresentations, we can look at the
residual representations studied by Boston and Mazur in [3], coming from
admissible cubic extensions. They have image isomorphic to S3 (or equiv-
alently, D3). Their associated pseudorepresentations can be computed
easily, and they have X not identically zero. Therefore their universal defor-
mation rings are the same as those of their corresponding representations,
which have been computed in [3].
If ? =(A , D , X ) comes from \ , then the only way for R? to be different
from R\ is to have X (_, {)=0 \_, { # 6. Such was the case for our example
of Section 3. Now we focus our attention to this condition. Our setup will
be much more general than that of a particular example, but not as general
as in this subsection since we want to restrict to a situation which is inter-
esting from a number-theoretical perspective.
4.3. The Case Where X Is Identically Zero
Let k be a finite field of characteristic p{2 and let GQ, S be the Galois
group of the maximal extension QS of Q (in a fixed algebraic closure)
which is unramified outside a finite set of primes S containing 2, p and .
Let \ : GQ, S  GL2 (k) be an odd, reducible representation. Say \ (_)=
( a (_)0
b (_)
d (_)). Let ? =(A , D , X ) be its associated residual pseudorepresenta-
tion. Then X (_, {)=0 \_, { # 6.
Equivalently, we can start off with a residual pseudorepresentation
? : GQ, S  k with X identically zero and let \ : GQ, S  GL2 (k) be an odd
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representation such that ? comes from \ (Corollary 1.6). Then it is clear
that, letting \ (_)=( a (_)c (_)
b (_)
d (_)), we must have c (_)=0 \_ # GQ, S or b (_)=0
\_ # GQ, S (the reason is that X (_, {)=0 for all _, { in GQ, S and X (_, {)=
b (_) c ({), so that if one of b , c is not identically zero, then the other one
must be). We assume the first, without loss of generality.
Note that since X is identically zero, A and D are characters GQ, S  k*.
Also, we see that ker \ =[_ # ker ? | b (_)=0].
Lemma 4.7. ker ? ker \ is a finite, elementary p-abelian group.
Proof. (ker ? : ker \ )< because (GQ, S : ker \ )<, Im \ being finite.
If _ # ker ? , say \ (_)=( 10
b (_)
1 ), then for any positive integer l we have
\ (_l)=( 10
lb (_)
1 ), and so (char k= p) _
p # ker \ . Therefore ker ? ker \ has
exponent p. Finally, the restriction of \ to ker ? maps into ( 10
V
1), which is
abelian. Since ker ? ker \ is isomorphic to a subgroup of ( 10
V
1), it must be
abelian. K
Let GK? =ker ? and K? its fixed field. Similarly, let GK\ =ker \ and K\ its
fixed field. By the lemma, K? /K\ is a finite, elementary p-abelian extension
of number fields.
Let N? be the characteristic subgroup of GK? such that GK? N? is the
maximal pro-p quotient of GK? . It is the intersection of all closed, normal
subgroups H/GK? such that GK? H is pro-p. Let N\ be the corresponding
subgroup of GK\ (so N\ corresponds to the group N of Subsection 3.1).
Lemma 4.8. N? =N\ .
Proof. N? /ker \ /ker ? by Lemma 4.7 and the definition of N? . Since
ker ? N? is pro-p, so is ker \ N? . Therefore, by definition of N\ , we see that
N\ /N? . Next, ker \ N\ is pro-p and ker ? ker \ is a p-group (Lemma 4.7
again), so that ker ? N\ is a pro-p group (see [11] for some properties of
profinite and pro-p groups). By definition of N? , it follows that N? /N\ .
Therefore N? =N\ . K
Let N=N? =N\ . The group G=GQ, S N is the p-completion of GQ, S
relative to \ (recall Subsection 3.1). Therefore all deformations of \ (into
any coefficient ring) factor through G. In fact, the same is true for all defor-
mations of ? into the dual numbers k[=], as we now proceed to show. The
crucial fact is a generalization of the computations carried out in the proof
of Lemma 3.9:
Lemma 4.9. Let ? # t? =F? (k[=]). That is, ? is a deformation of ? into
the dual numbers k[=]. If _ # GK? =ker ? , then _
p # ker ?.
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Proof. Let ?=(A, D, X ). Since _ # ker ? , ? lifts ? , and X is identically
zero, we have A(_)=1+a=, D(_)=1+d= (for some a, d # k) and for any
g1 , g2 # GQ, S , X(g1 , g2)=x(g1 , g2) = (where x(g1 , g2) # k). Therefore
A(_) l=1+la=, D(_) l=1+ld= for all positive integers l, and also, since
=2=0, A(_) l X(g1 , g2)=X(g1 , g2)=D(_) l X(g1 , g2) \g1 , g2 # GQ, S . Let
us do some computations. In what follows, w # GQ, S is arbitrary.
X(_2, w)=A(_) X(_, w)+D(_) X(_, w)=2X(_, w)
X(_3, w)=A(_2) X(_, w)+D(_) X(_2, w)
=X(_, w)+2X(_, w)=3X(_, w).
Here we have used the fact that since _ # GK? , so is _
2, so that A(_2)=
1+a$= for some a$ # k. Continuing in this manner, we see that for any
positive integer l, we have X(_ l, w)=lX(_, w). Therefore (char k= p)
X(_ p, w)=0. Similarly, we have X(w, _ p)=0. Next,
A(_2)=A(_)2+X(_, _)
A(_3)=A(_2) A(_)+X(_2, _)=(A(_)2+X(_, _)) A(_)+2X(_, _)
=A(_)3+3X(_, _)
A(_4)=A(_3) A(_)+X(_3, _)=(A(_)3+3X(_, _)) A(_)+3X(_, _)
=A(_)4+6X(_, _)
and, continuing in this manner, we see that for any positive integer l, we
have
A(_l)=A(_) l+(1+2+3+ } } } +l&1) X(_, _)=A(_) l+
(l&1) l
2
X(_, _).
Therefore A(_ p)=1. Similarly, D(_ p)=1. Thus we have shown that
A(_ p)=1=D(_ p) and X(_ p, w)=0=X(w, _ p) \w # GQ, S .
That is, _ p # ker ?, as we wished to show. K
Using this lemma, we can now generalize the results of Subsection 3.4.
Proposition 4.10. For all ? # t? , N/ker ?/GK? .
Proof. Obviously ker ?/GK? =ker ? , since ? is a deformation of ? . We
must prove that N/ker ?. Let G pK? be the subgroup of GK? which is
topologically generated by its p-th powers. That is, G pK? is the closure of the
subgroup generated by [_ p | _ # GK? ]. The latter subgroup is clearly normal,
and therefore so is its closure G pK? [4, p. 73]. Since ker ? is closed, we see from
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the last lemma that G pK? /ker ?. But GK? G
p
K?
has exponent p, so that (being
profinite) it must be a pro-p group. By the definition of N=N? , we see that
N/G pK? . Therefore N/ker ?. K
Corollary 4.11. For all ? # t? , ? factors through G=GQ, S N.
Proof. This is immediate from Subsection 1.3. K
Let .: GQ, S  G be the natural quotient homomorphism, and let ?~ : G  k
be the factorization of ? through G, so that ? =?~ b .. We conclude this
subsection with some remarks concerning the tangent spaces of ? and ?~ .
Proposition 4.12. If [?~ 1 , ..., ?~ r] is a basis for t?~ , then [?1 , ..., ?r] is a
basis for t? , where ?i=?~ i b . for each i. In particular, dimk t? =dimk t?~ .
Proof. Suppose that 0=ri=1 *i? i with *i # k. Then we have 0=
ri=1 *i (?~ i b .)=(
r
i=1 *i?~ i) b . and, since . is surjective, this implies that
0=ri=1 *i?~ i . Since the ?~ i are linearly independent, we must have *i=0
for i=1, ..., r. Therefore ?1 , ..., ?r are linearly independent. We must show
that they span t? . Let ? # t? . By the last corollary, ? factors through G, say
?=?~ b .. It is clear that ?~ # t?~ , so that ?~ =ri=1 *i?~ i for some *i # k. Therefore
?=(ri=1 *i?~ i) b .=
r
i=1 *i (?~ i b .)=
r
i=1 *i?i , proving that ?1 , ..., ?r
span t? . Therefore [?1 , ..., ?r] is a basis for t? , as claimed. K
This proposition, together with Lemma 2.7, says that if dimk t?~ =r,
then both universal deformation rings R? and R?~ are quotients of
W(k)[[T1 , ..., Tr]]. In concrete examples, this can be useful (as it was for
the example of Section 3) to obtain information about R? by first consider-
ing R?~ , the universal deformation ring of the factorization ?~ : G  k. The
latter problem should be easier to handle, because we might know a lot
more about G than we do about GQ, S .
4.4. Generalizing the Example of Chapter 3
We will conclude the section by presenting a more general setup which
still captures the relevant properties of the residual pseudorepresentation
considered in Section 3, taking into account the generalizations made in
the last subsection. Thus all the results from the last section will naturally
carry over to this more general situation, yielding a very similar universal
deformation ring.
Let p be an odd prime and \ : GQ, S0  GL2 (Fp ) an odd representation
with image [( 10
0
1), (
1
0
0
&1)]. Here, as in the previous subsection, GQ, S0 is
the Galois group of the maximal extension QS0 of Q (in a fixed algebraic
closure) which is unramified outside the finite set of rational primes S0 . Let
? : GQ, S0  Fp be the associated residual pseudorepresentation. Wee see
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that ker ? =ker \ . Call this group GK , and let K be its fixed field. Then K
is an imaginary quadratic number field contained in QS0 (Im \ $GQ, S0 GK ,
so [K : Q]=2. Since \ is odd, the complex conjugation c  GK , so that
complex conjugation is not the identity on K).
We make the assumption that S0 contains p and the primes that ramify
in the extension K : Q. Let S be the set of primes of K lying above the
primes in S0&[]. K : Q is already ramified at the infinite prime, so that
QS0 is the same as the maximal extension of K unramified outside S.
We need to borrow a definition from a paper by Boston and Mazur [3].
Let E denote the group of units in the ring of integers of K, and for any
nonarchimedean place &, let E& be the group of units of the ring of integers
of K& (the completion of K with respect to &). For any field F, let +p(F ) be
the group of p-th roots of unity in F. Finally, for any group W, let W
denote its p-Frattini quotient, i.e. its maximal elementary p-abelian quotient.
Definition 4.1 (Boston, Mazur). The pair (K, S) is neat for p if the
following conditions hold:
(a) The map E  & # S E & is injective. That is, any global unit
which is locally a p-th power for all & # S is globally a p-th power.
(b) The class number hK of K is prime to p.
(c) The map +p(K)  & # S +p(K&) is surjective (and so it is an
isomorphism).
In the example of Section 3, we had p=3, K=Q(i) and S=primes
above 2 and 3. Thus in that example E is trivial (since E has four elements)
and hK=1. Also, it is easy to check that the +3(K&) are trivial as well.
Therefore (K, S) was neat for p=3. This is the property that allowed us to
proceed the way we did. So we get the generalization
Theorem 4.13. If ? is as above and (K, S) is neat for p, then the universal
deformation ring of ? is R? $Zp [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]].
Proof. Let L be the maximal pro-p extension of K unramified outside
S and let P=Gal(LK). Since (K, S) is neat for p, we see from Proposition
4 of [3] (see also Corollary 3 there) that P is free pro-p on two generators.
From Corollary 1 of [3] we see that Fp[C] has the regular action on P ,
where C=Gal(KQ). Therefore by Lemma 2.4 of [2], we can choose
generators x~ 1 and x~ 2 of P such that x~ 1 is fixed and x~ 2 is inverted by the
nontrivial element of C. Therefore, the exact same argument as in Lemma
3.4 and Proposition 3.5 shows that the factorization ?~ : G  Fp of ? through
the relative p-completion G=GQ, S0N has universal deformation ring R?~ $
Zp [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]] and universal deformation as in Proposition 3.5. Then
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we see that the proof of Proposition 3.6 can also be applied word for word,
so that dimFp t?~ =3. By Proposition 4.12, we see that dimFp t? =3 also.
Finally, we apply Proposition 3.14, which again goes through word for
word, to conclude that R? $Zp [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]] as we claimed. K
In the same spirit, we can show that the versal deformation ring of \ is
R\ $Zp [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]] and that the map ,: R?  R\ is the natural
injection that takes Y1 [ T1 , Y2 [ T2 and Y3 [ T3T4 . The arguments are
just like the corresponding ones given in Section 3.
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